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LOGLINE:  

The murder of a young beautiful Latina woman with a history of family abuse and sex addiction, 

leads a detective to solve the case, which drives him to fix his own troubled life. 

SYNOPSIS:  

Ada is murdered and raped in a Miami wooded park during a Halloween night celebration. This 

event changes the fate of several people, especially detective Anthony, who is on the brink of 

abandoning his public service career for the private sector. He delays retirement as it draws him 

to the case by his own addictions and troubled past. Also, the victim similarities with his 

daughter with shared name and age, feelings of unfulfilled commitment with the latter and a 

need for vindication as a father drive him to find the culprit. 

Anthony discovers Ada’s promiscuity, that linked her with a group of single Latino male 

residents of the Morningside Apartment Complex near the park where she was found dead and 

apparently raped. Also, her wealthy family’s dysfunctionality grabs the detective’s attention, in 

particular, because the mother is an astonishingly seductive Mexican woman who arouses 

Anthony’s attraction. 

Ada’s home provides detective Anthony other suspects: her father, a patriarch of Cuban origin, 

her older gay brother and a remarkably handsome employee. Everyone appears to have a motive. 

Anthony clears the case, like a pool game, while pocketing each ball, revealing the whole truth, 

more ominous than expected.  

 

 



The successful case puts his cop career back on track and allows him to reconnect with his 

estranged daughter that blamed him not be able to help her go to the college due to his awful 

debts as results as his gambling and alcohol addictions, the cause of a bitter divorce with her 

mother.   

Anthony internal misery has a motive: some years ago, he wrongly killed a man in Los Angeles. 

A few people knew about that, but not indeed his daughter. 

SCREENCRAFT COVERAGE EXCERPT: “Morningside is a unique murder mystery 

featuring a complex hero in Anthony, several unexpected plot twists and plethora of poignant 

themes. One of the reasons the story manages to keep readers invested is because most of the 

characters are flawed in some way. For example, even the lead detective has a checkered past 

that weighs on him. Overall, the script has potential to be a really engaging feature film." 




